Development of a Refractory High Entropy Superalloy
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Abstract: Microstructure, phase composition and mechanical properties of a refractory high entropy superalloy, AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr, are reported in this work. The alloy consists of a nano-scale mixture of two phases produced by the decomposition from a high temperature body-centered cubic (BCC) phase. The first phase is present in the form of cuboidal-shaped nano-precipitates aligned in rows along <100>-type directions, has a disordered BCC crystal structure with the lattice parameter $a_1 = 326.9 \pm 0.5$ pm and is rich in Mo, Nb and Ta. The second phase is present in the form of channels between the cuboidal nano-precipitates, has an ordered B2 crystal structure with the lattice parameter $a_2 = 330.4 \pm 0.5$ pm and is rich in Al, Ti and Zr. Both phases are coherent and have the same crystallographic orientation within the former grains. The formation of this modulated nano-phase structure is discussed in the framework of nucleation-and-growth and spinodal decomposition mechanisms. The yield strength of this refractory high entropy superalloy is superior to the yield strength of Ni-based superalloys in the temperature range of 20 °C to 1200 °C.
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1. Introduction

Future hypersonic vehicles and turbine engines will require revolutionary new structural alloys, which can survive extreme temperature and loading conditions, are simultaneously ductile and tough, and are able to meet unusually demanding design requirements [1]. Current high-temperature ceramics and intermetallics are incapable of meeting these requirements due to low toughness, while advanced Ni-based superalloys are approaching possible extreme property combinations with respect to their evolution and development; i.e., they still suffer from high density and their maximum temperature use is limited by melting at ~1250–1300 °C. New metallic materials with higher melting points, such as W-based alloys hardened with HfC precipitates [2], Co-Re- or Co-Al-W-based alloys [3] or two-phase (FCC + L12) refractory superalloys based on platinum group metals (Os, Ru, Ir, Rh or Pt) [4,5], have been examined for use beyond Ni-based superalloys. The extremely high density and/or the cost of these new alloys are, however, the main obstacles.

The concept of high entropy alloys (HEAs) is one of the most recent developments in material science [6]. Depending on their compositions and microstructures, HEAs offer a diverse range of attractive properties, such as high microhardness and wear resistance, exceptional mechanical properties and oxidation resistance [7–9]. HEA has initially been defined as an alloy consisting of five or more principle elements, each with concentration between 5 and 35 atom percent [6]. Later, an additional
requirement has been added according to which HEA is an alloy whose ideal configurational entropy of mixing, $\Delta S_{\text{conf}} = -R \sum_i X_i \ln(X_i)$, is equal to or higher than 1.5$R$ [9,10]. Here, $X_i$ is the atom fraction of element $i$ and $R$ is the gas constant. A high entropy of mixing of the alloying elements is thought to reduce the driving force for the formation of intermetallic phases and hence favors the formation of solid-solution phases. There is, however, experimental evidence that ordered solid-solutions and/or intermetallic phases may also exist in many HEAs, which strongly affect their microstructures and properties [9,11–13].

Using the HEA concept, several refractory high entropy alloys (RHEAs) with attractive combinations of room temperature and elevated temperature mechanical properties and oxidation resistance, have recently been reported as promising alternatives to Ni-based superalloys [11,14–20]. In spite of the compositional complexity, the number of phases observed in these alloys does not generally exceed two or three, with the BCC solid-solution typically being the primary phase. RHEAs with a low density and high strength are among the most promising recent achievements in this field [19–23]. In particular, the density of these new alloys is in the range of 5.9 to 8.4 g/cm$^3$ and their specific strengths are often superior to Ni-based superalloys [19,23]. Recent studies indicate that some of these alloys consist of very fine, nano-scale mixtures of two BCC phases with similar lattice parameters, which may be responsible for their high strengths [19].

In this research, the results of detailed analyses of the microstructure and properties of a recently reported two-phase AlMo$_{0.5}$NbTa$_{0.5}$TiZr RHEA [19,20] are presented. It was found that the alloy consists of a nano-scale, modulated mixture of ordered B2 and disordered BCC coherent phases, which has high temperature stability and high strength. This microstructure looks similar to a rafted microstructure of Ni-based superalloys consisting of cuboids with the ordered L1$_2$ structure embedded in an FCC solid-solution matrix. Based on this microstructural similarity, as well as its complex composition and very high strength sustained at high temperatures, we call this two-phase alloy a “refractory high entropy superalloy”.

2. Materials and Methods

The AlMo$_{0.5}$NbTa$_{0.5}$TiZr alloy was prepared by vacuum arc melting nominal mixtures of the constituent elements. The purities of aluminum, molybdenum, niobium, tantalum, titanium and zirconium were 99.999%, 99.99%, 99.95%, 99.9%, 99.98% and 99.95%, respectively. The details of the alloy preparation are given elsewhere [19]. The actual alloy composition, determined with inductively-coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), is given in Table 1. After solidification, the AlMo$_{0.5}$NbTa$_{0.5}$TiZr alloy was hot isostatic pressed (HIPed) at 1400 °C and 207 MPa for 2 h, and then annealed at 1400 °C for 24 h in continuously flowing high-purity argon. During HIPing and annealing, the alloy was covered with a Ta foil to minimize oxidation. The cooling rate after annealing was 10 °C/min. The crystal structure was identified utilizing an X-ray diffractometer, with Cu K$_\alpha$ radiation, and a 2$\Theta$ scattering range of 10° to 140°. A Quanta 600F SEM (FEI, North America NanoPort, Hillsboro, OR, USA) was used to study the microstructure employing backscatter electron (BSE) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Ta</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Zr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Atom-probe tomography (APT) [24–26] was used to analyze the fine microstructure and determine the phase compositions locally with sub-nanometer scale spatial resolution. For preparing sharp nanotips suitable for APT, a standard lift-out, mounting and nanotip sharpening technique was utilized [27,28] employing a FEI Helios 600 Nanolab focused-ion beam (FIB) microscope. Figure 1 exhibits different stages during the preparation of APT nanotips from the AlMo$_{0.5}$NbTa$_{0.5}$TiZr alloy,
with the basket-weave pattern of precipitates continuously visible. The APT was performed employing a LEAP4000X S tomograph, CAMECA Instruments, Madison, WI. To field-evaporate elements from a nanotip, essentially one atom at a time, a picosecond ultraviolet pulse laser (wavelength = 355 nm), with an energy per pulse of 30 pJ, a pulse repetition rate of 250 kHz, and a target detection rate of 0.02 to 0.03 ion/pulse, were employed. LEAP tomographic analyses were performed at a specimen temperature of 32 K at a background vacuum of < 2 × 10^{-11} Torr. The obtained results were analyzed utilizing the IVAS version 3.6.12 software package (CAMECA Instruments, Inc., Madison, WI, USA).

Compression tests of rectangular specimens with the dimensions of ~4.7 mm × 4.7 mm × 7.7 mm were performed using a computer-controlled Instron (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) mechanical testing machine outfitted with a Brew vacuum furnace and silicon carbide dies. A constant ramp speed that corresponded to an initial strain rate of 10^{-3} s^{-1} was utilized. The deformation of all specimens was video recorded and the image correlation software Vic-Gauge (Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC, USA) was employed to register strain versus stress curves.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** SEM micrographs of Atom-probe tomography (APT) nanotip preparation from the AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr alloy by focused-ion beam (FIB) microscopy-based lift-out, mounting and sharpening process. (a) lift-out volume mounted on a silicon micropost; (b) Final APT nanotip after FIB Ga⁺ ion milling with annular patterns. The basket-weave pattern of the precipitates is visible during the entire FIB preparation process.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Microstructure Analysis

According to the X-ray diffraction analysis, Figure 2a, the annealed alloy consists of two BCC phases. One phase has the lattice parameter \(a_1 = 326.9 \pm 0.5\) pm and another phase has the lattice parameter \(a_2 = 330.4 \pm 0.5\) pm, which indicates an ~1.07% lattice parameter mismatch. After 50% compression deformation at 1000 °C, the lattice parameters of the phases change slightly: \(a_1 = 326.1 \pm 0.5\) pm and \(a_2 = 331.2 \pm 0.5\) pm, and the lattice parameter mismatch decreases to 1.02% (Figure 2b).

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** X-ray diffraction patterns of AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr: (a) after annealing at 1400 °C and (b) after following 50% compression deformation at 1000 °C.
After HIPing and annealing, the AlMo_{0.5}NbTa_{0.5}TiZr alloy has an equiaxed grain structure, with an average grain size of 75 µm (Figure 3). Subgrain boundaries with misorientation angles of less than 1.5° are present inside grains. Large second-phase precipitates, which appear dark in a BSE image, are observed at the grain boundaries. Their volume fraction is ~6% and they are rich in Al and Zr. High magnification SEM/BSE images reveal the presence of a fine, basket-weave, nano-lamellar structure inside the grains (Figure 4a). This basket-weave nano-structure consists of two-phases and the lamellar spacing is estimated to be ~70 nm. The nano-precipitates coarsen at grain- and sub-grain boundaries and reveal two-phases with distinct Z-contrast (Figure 4b). The EDS analyses of the coarsened precipitates demonstrate that the bright phase is rich in Mo, Nb and Ta, while the dark phase is rich in Al and Zr. Because of the very small dimensions of the precipitates, quantitative chemical analysis of individual precipitates using SEM was not possible. An SEM/EBSD analysis confirmed that the two phases have BCC crystal structures and the same crystallographic orientations inside every grain.

Figure 3. SEM/backscatter electron (BSE) image of equiaxed grain structure of AlMo_{0.5}NbTa_{0.5}TiZr after annealing at 1400 °C for 24 h. Second-phase precipitates (which are dark) are present at grain boundaries.

Figure 4. High magnification SEM/BSE images of: (a) a two-phase basket-weave lamellar structure inside grains and (b) coarsened particles of the two phases at grain boundaries in AlMo_{0.5}NbTa_{0.5}TiZr.
To reveal the morphology of the fine nano-structure inside grains, as well as the level of ordering of the two-phases, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and regular TEM imaging and electron diffraction were performed at Ohio State University, H. Fraser’s group [29]. The STEM analysis demonstrates that the microstructure consists of two phases (Figure 5). One phase is present in the form of cuboidal-shaped or plate-like precipitates and has a disordered BCC crystal structure. Another phase has an ordered B2 structure and is present in the form of continuous thin channels between these precipitates and thicker knots observed at the intersections of the channels. A dark-field TEM image taken in the diffraction condition of an indexed super-lattice reflection of the B2 phase indicates that this reflection belongs to illuminated channels, whereas the cuboidal-shaped phase don’t exhibit contrast and is likely disordered, Figure 6.

![Figure 5](image1.png)

**Figure 5.** Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) high-angle annular dark-field image and fast Fourier transforms (inside the red squares) recorded from a survey sample extracted from the inside-grain region ([29], reprinted by permission of Taylor & Francis Ltd.).

![Figure 6](image2.png)

**Figure 6.** (a) Dark-field TEM micrograph of the nano-phase structure of AlMo$_{0.5}$NbTa$_{0.5}$TiZr; and (b) respective selected area diffraction pattern. The dark field image was obtained with a (001) superlattice reflection placed inside the objective aperture (indicated by the circle) ([29], reprinted by permission of Taylor & Francis Ltd.).

We note that all the cuboidal-shaped and plate-like precipitates have the same crystallographic orientation inside one grain and their edges are parallel to <100> directions. The precipitate dimensions in two orthogonal directions parallel to the precipitate edges vary from ~10 to ~55 nm and from ~25 to ~55 nm, respectively. The width of the matrix channels is ~7.0 ± 1.0 nm. The volume fraction of the disordered BCC phase is estimated to be 62 ± 5%.
3.2. Atom-Probe Tomographic Analyses

Figure 7 displays an APT reconstruction of the precipitate microstructure in the AlMo$_{0.5}$NbTa$_{0.5}$TiZr alloy. An 18 at.% Ta isoconcentration surface is superposed (red) to outline and highlight the two-phase structure with precipitates rich in Ta, Nb and Mo, and channels rich in Al, Ti and Zr. To provide a 3D impression of the precipitate microstructure, the reconstruction box is displayed in Figure 7a as seen from the front, and in Figure 7b projected from the top. The precipitates have a cuboidal shape and form long rows with the thin matrix channels between the precipitates. A detailed 3D analysis indicates that while some precipitates have a near equiaxed morphology approximating a cube, others resemble thin rectangular plates. Occasionally, gaps (they are called knots in Section 3.1) consisting of the matrix phase interrupt a row of cuboidal precipitates (Figure 7a). Larger, long matrix-channels separate entire groups of precipitate rows (Figure 7b). These large and long matrix channels are most likely responsible for the contrast observed in the backscatter SEM micrographs (Figure 4), which suggests a basket-weave structure with a barely resolved substructure that matches in scale with the individual cuboidal precipitates observed in the 3D APT reconstruction.

Figure 7. APT reconstruction of the precipitate microstructure in the AlMo$_{0.5}$NbTa$_{0.5}$TiZr alloy in a rectangular parallel piped volume, 93 × 93 × 301 nm$^3$ in size, containing 41,677,323 atoms, (a) front view and (b) top view of the reconstructed volume. An 18 at.% Ta isoconcentration surface is superposed in red to outline the Ta-rich cuboidal precipitates. For clarity, only 40% of the Al atoms are shown, and only 5% of the atoms of all other elements.

The concentration profiles were obtained for all constituent elements inside a cylinder crossing a row of cuboidal precipitates separated by matrix channels, as indicated in the volume on top of Figure 8, with the volume shown in the same projection as in Figure 7a. The concentration profiles of the alloying elements along the cylinder are displayed in Figure 8, and the average composition of the alloying elements is listed in Table 2. The precipitates are rich in Mo, Nb and Ta (15.6, 31.8 and 21.9 at.%, respectively), and depleted in Al, Ti and Zr (3.7, 17.2 and 9.5 at.%, respectively), whereas the thin matrix channels are rich in Al, Ti and Zr (12.1, 19.2 and 15.8 at.%, respectively) and depleted in Mo, Nb and Ta (11.7, 25.8 and 15.2 at.%, respectively). By comparing the concentrations of Mo, Nb and Ta in the cuboids and thin matrix channels with the average concentrations of these elements in the box studied (about 10.1, 21.0 and 10.6 at.%, respectively), it is clear that the precipitates and thin channels contain higher concentrations of these elements relative to the average concentrations. This should indicate the elemental partitioning on a scale larger than an individual precipitate. Indeed,
a compositional analysis of the gap region (Figure 7a) and the large long matrix channel (Figure 7b) reveals that these regions are depleted in Mo, Nb and Ta (and rich in Al, Ti and Zr) far more than the thin matrix channels in the rows of cuboidal precipitates displayed in Figure 7, with the quantitative concentrations presented in Table 2. The different compositions of the wide (large) and thin (small) channels of the matrix phase can be explained by a rather broad compositional interface between these two phases, with a transition layer width of ~2–4 nm inside the channels.

Figure 8. Concentration profiles of Nb, Ta, Mo, Al, Ti and Zr through a row of aligned cuboidal precipitates. The concentration profiles were taken along the cylinder positioned in the reconstruction box cutting through the precipitates displayed. The reconstruction volume is seen in the same projection direction as in Figure 7a, with only the precipitates used for these concentration profiles displayed. The average compositions of cuboidal precipitates and the thin matrix channels between them are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the APT compositional analysis. The overall (average) chemical composition of the AlMo$_{0.5}$NbTa$_{0.5}$TiZr alloy in the analyzed volume containing 41,677,323 atoms, and local chemical compositions of the precipitates and matrix channels in at.%. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Ta</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Zr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall APT reconstruction$^1$</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboidal precipitates$^2$</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin matrix channels between precipitates$^2$</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large long matrix channel$^2$</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large gap in cuboidal row$^2$</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ Statistical error < 0.01 at.%; $^2$ Statistical error < 0.1 at.%.
3.3. Mechanical Properties

In the annealed condition, AlMo_{0.5}NbTa_{0.5}TiZr has very high Vickers microhardness (Hv = 5.8 ± 0.1 GPa), compression yield strength (σ_{0.2} = 2368 MPa) and fracture strength (σ_p = 250 MPa), while exhibiting limited compression ductility (δ = 10%) at 23 °C. With an increase in temperature, the strength decreases, while the compression ductility increases (Table 3). Upon heating from 23 °C to 800 °C, the alloy loses about 20% of its room temperature strength. In the temperature range between 800 °C and 1000 °C, a ~57% decrease in strength occurs; the yield strength is still, however, very high at 1000 °C (σ_{0.2} = 745 MPa). A further increase in temperature to 1200 °C results in the yield strength decreasing to σ_{0.2} = 250 MPa.

Table 3. Compression yield strength, σ_{0.2}, maximum strength, σ_p, and fracture strain, δ, of the AlMo_{0.5}NbTa_{0.5}TiZr RHEA superalloy at different temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T, °C</th>
<th>σ_{0.2}, MPa</th>
<th>σ_p, MPa</th>
<th>δ, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2368</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>2210</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1597</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X-ray diffraction analysis demonstrates that the deformed samples retain the two-phase BCC crystal structure, with almost the same lattice parameters, as prior to the deformation (Figure 2). After 50% compression deformation at 1000 °C and 1200 °C, the matrix grains become elongated in the directions of plastic flow, which are inclined by ~90 to 60° to the compression direction. The basket-weave nano-phase structure coarsens (compare Figure 9a with Figure 4a) and a characteristic relief forms inside the deformed grains (Figure 9b). This relief is likely a result of interaction of the local material flow with the interface boundaries between the nano-phases.

Figure 9. SEM/BSE images of the basket-weave nano-phase structure (at two different magnifications) in AlMo_{0.5}NbTa_{0.5}TiZr after 50% compression deformation at 1000 °C.

4. Discussion

Microstructural analyses indicate that the AlMo_{0.5}NbTa_{0.5}TiZr RHEA was essentially a single-phase BCC structure at the annealing temperature, 1400 °C. This is confirmed by the SEM and EBSD results, which reveal a high-temperature coarse-grained structure (Figure 3). During slow cooling, after annealing, this high-temperature BCC phase experiences a phase transformation with formation of a very fine, nano-scaled mixture of two coherent phases with the BCC and B2 structures.
inside the former grains. One of these phases (BCC) is rich in Mo, Nb and Ta, and another phase (B2) is rich in Al, Ti and Zr. This phase transformation is similar to that observed in Ta-Zr or Nb-Zr binary alloys, within the composition range of the miscibility gap between two BCC solid solutions at temperatures above the eutectoid transformation in these systems [30]. Though the resulting phases are disordered BCC solid solutions in the binary systems, in the AlMo\textsubscript{0.5}NbTa\textsubscript{0.5}TiZr superalloy only one phase, rich in refractory elements, has a disordered BCC crystal structure, while another phase, rich in Al, Ti and Zr, has an ordered B2 crystal structure. The ordering is likely due to strong interactions of Al atoms with Ti and Zr atoms, so that Ti and Zr tend to occupy one sub-lattice, while Al and the other elements prefer the other sub-lattice. The chemical composition of the B2 phase supports this assumption (Table 2), in that the combined concentrations of Ti and Zr equal about 50 at.%. Using the chemical composition data from Table 2, the average atomic numbers of elements in cuboidal precipitates, thin matrix channels and large matrix channels are estimated to be 43.6, 38.7 and 30.1, respectively, and the average atomic radii of the elements are estimated to be 143.7 pm, 145.3 pm and 147.0 pm, respectively. These differences in the average atomic numbers agree with the observed Z-contrasts of the phases in the SEM/BSE and STEM images (Figures 4 and 5). A comparison of the average atomic radii with the measured lattice parameters allows us to conclude that the disordered BCC phase forming cuboidal precipitates has a slightly smaller lattice parameter than the ordered B2 phase forming the channels.

The decomposition microstructure in AlMo\textsubscript{0.5}NbTa\textsubscript{0.5}TiZr possesses several striking features. There is a strong periodicity of the nano-phase microstructure in the <100>-directions. Along these directions, the precipitates are structured first on a larger length scale, approximately 70 nm, as seen in the basket-weave structure by SEM/BSE (Figure 4). Additionally, the basket-weave structure has a second-level of structure, the thin matrix channels on a 5–10 nm scale dividing the basket-weave into individual cuboidal precipitates, resolved by TEM (Figures 5 and 6) and APT (Figures 7 and 8). Both phases share the same base crystal structure (BCC), have similar lattice parameters, and have the same crystallographic orientations within a single grain of the high-temperature BCC phase from which these phases formed. These microstructural features are very similar to the rafted microstructure observed commonly in Ni-base superalloys, consisting of cuboidal precipitates with the ordered L1\textsubscript{2} structure in a disordered FCC solid solution matrix [31]. Based on this microstructural similarity and the very high strength sustained at high temperatures, we call this two-phase AlMo\textsubscript{0.5}NbTa\textsubscript{0.5}TiZr alloy a “refractory high entropy superalloy”. The rafting in Ni-base superalloys is driven by elastic interactions between individual precipitates, and the approximately 1% lattice misfit between the BCC and B2 phases most likely causes similar crystallographic alignments of the cuboidal-shaped precipitates in the AlMo\textsubscript{0.5}NbTa\textsubscript{0.5}TiZr superalloy.

There is, however, a fundamental difference between the nano-phase structures formed in Ni-based superalloys and in the AlMo\textsubscript{0.5}NbTa\textsubscript{0.5}TiZr superalloy. The precipitation in Ni-based superalloys is controlled by the nucleation and growth mechanism, which, during cooling from a supersolvus temperature, results in multi-modal distributions consisting of micron-sized primary, submicron-sized secondary and nanometer-sized tertiary precipitates [31]. In contrast, the formation of secondary or tertiary generations of precipitates is not observed in the AlMo\textsubscript{0.5}NbTa\textsubscript{0.5}TiZr. Furthermore, large matrix channels in AlMo\textsubscript{0.5}NbTa\textsubscript{0.5}TiZr are much more depleted in the refractory elements than the narrow thin channels and are not capable of producing the refractory-rich precipitates. These observations indicate that an additional, spinodal decomposition mode [32–35] may be operative in AlMo\textsubscript{0.5}NbTa\textsubscript{0.5}TiZr during the first stage of decomposition upon continuous cooling from 1400 °C. This spinodal decomposition produces periodic compositional wave patterns defining the larger, ~70 nm scale of the basket-weave structure observed here, with significant compositional separation of Mo, Nb and Ta, which diffuse towards the wave peaks, from Al, Ti and Zr, which diffuse towards the wave valleys. Upon further cooling, the second decomposition stage occurs in the compositional wave regions rich in the refractory elements, with the formation of cuboidal BCC precipitates separated by thin B2 channels, while the wave regions rich in Al, Ti and Zr do not experience further phase
transformations and are retained as thick matrix channels with the B2 crystal structure. Atomic ordering during the spinodal decomposition has already been observed, e.g., in a Fe-Be alloy [36].

The specific morphology of the two-phase structure (i.e., continuous channels of the matrix phase surrounding cuboidal nano-precipitates) was predicted earlier by computer simulations of spinodal decomposition using a dynamic model, which takes into account elastic effects, such as different elastic stiffnesses of the phases, cubic elastic anisotropy, and coherent elastic misfit between the phases [35,37]. In particular, this model predicts that the softer phase always wraps stiffer precipitates and a small lattice misfit results in cuboidal shapes of the precipitates [37]. Although experimental information on the elastic moduli of the BCC and B2 phases in AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr is unavailable, the rule-of-mixture estimates suggest that the cuboidal precipitates should be stiffer than the channels. For example, the estimated bulk modulus of the BCC phase is 164 GPa, and that of the B2 phase is 115 GPa.

The very high strength of the alloys is likely due to the nano-scaled mixture of two coherent phases with ordered and disordered crystal structures, because a high volume fraction of the heterophase boundaries between the phases impedes the deformation flow. The high thermal stability of this two-phase nanostructure permits this refractory high entropy superalloy to retain its high strength at temperatures up to 1200 °C, with a yield strength and specific yield strength much greater than those of Ni-based superalloys in the temperature range from 20 to 1200 °C (Figure 10).

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 10.** Comparison of the temperature dependences of: (a) yield strength and (b) specific yield strength of the RHEA superalloy AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr and three Ni-based superalloys: precipitation strengthened IN718 [38] and Mar-M247 [39], and solid solution-strengthened Haynes® 230 [40].

5. Conclusions

The microstructure and mechanical properties of a refractory high entropy superalloy, AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr, are reported in this work. After annealing at 1400 °C and slow cooling to room temperature, the superalloy microstructure consists of cuboidal nano-precipitates with a disordered BCC crystal structure and two types of thin and large channels or gaps of an ordered B2 phase between these precipitates. The average edge length and volume fraction of the cuboidal precipitates are ~30 nm and 62 ± 5%, respectively, and the average thickness of the thin channels is ~7 nm. The disordered BCC precipitates are rich in Mo, Nb and Ta, and its lattice parameter is \( a_1 = 326.9 \text{ pm} \). The ordered B2 phase is rich in Al, Ti and Zr, and its lattice parameter is \( a_2 = 330.4 \text{ pm} \). Both phases are coherent and have the same crystallographic orientation inside former grains of a high-temperature phase. The small lattice mismatch (1.07%) between the phases is likely responsible for the specific morphology and high thermal stability of this nano-phase structure. The superalloy has exceptionally high yield strength, which is superior to the strength of Ni superalloys in the temperature range of 20 °C to 1200 °C. It is suggested that the two-phase, BCC/B2 nano-structure is responsible for the high strength and hardness of the AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr superalloy.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- APT: atom-probe tomography
- BCC: body-centered cubic
- BSE: back-scattered electron
- EBSD: electron backscatter diffraction
- FCC: face-centered cubic
- FIB: focus ion beam
- HEA: high entropy alloy
- HIP: hot isostatic pressing
- RHEA: refractory high entropy alloy
- SEM: scanning electron microscopy
- STEM: scanning transmission electron microscopy
- TEM: transmission electron microscopy
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